iaps2CERN 2017
Geneva survival guide

Things you should know:
• Book your flights as soon as possible!
We suggest that you arrive in Geneva on April 27th between 12:00 and 15:00, or no later than
18:00 if you haven’t booked the UN visit. After the visit of the History of Science Museum on
April 30th (ending at about 12:00), participants will be welcome to leave. We suggest that you
take into account that you might need to go back to the Hostel to collect your luggage (which
might take one more hour). The optinal city tour will end at about 4 pm, but you are free to
leave at any time.
• Make sure that you have a VISA if you need it!
Remember that we will be crossing the Swiss-French border at CERN.
• The CERN campus offers eduroam access.

Things you need to bring:
• Passport or ID, and if you need it a visa (for France and Switzerland)
• Enough money to buy food and other necessities during your stay. We suggest at least CHF 100
(Switzerland is not famous for its cheap shops). (1CHF is about 0.94 e )
• Rain jacket and/or umbrella
• Photo camera

Schedule
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We will be leaving the hotel/ hostel at 7:50 am. Late comers will have to find the way to CERN by
themselves according to the description on these pages. So plan your wake-up time accordingly to
have a good breakfast which is available from 6:30 am on.
A detailed program for April 28th and 29th which are spent at CERN can be seen in an additional
file.

Getting to Central Geneva
If you are arriving at the airport you will find yourself outside of Geneva. You can collect a free train
ticket at the airport in the Baggage Reclaim area in Arrivals. DO NOT LEAVE WITHOUT A
TICKET (you will not be able to get back in once you leave the luggage collection room). The
picture below shows what the ticket machine looks like.
The machine on the right is the one you should watch out for. The tickets are valid for 80 minutes,
which is more than enough time to get to Geneva and to the Hostel via tram (if you do not want
to walk). Once you leave the Baggage Reclaim area, head left and continue straight, following the
signs to the train station. Nearly every train will be going via Geneva Gare (French for train station)
Cornavin.
Taking the tram 10 (direction Geneve, Rive) you should be at the stop Vernier, Pailly-Balexert after
about 8 min. Get off here if you want to go to the IBIS Budget Hotel. If you want to explore the city
first stay on the tram for another 20 min.
Taking local trains you should be at Gare Cornavin after 1 stop ( 8 min). The descriptions from the
train station to the hotel and hostel are written below.
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Getting to the IBIS Budget Hotel
The first night will be spent at the IBIS Budget Hotel.
From the train station Gare Cornavin take tram 10 in direction Aeroporto for about 15 min. Going
to CERN we will have a 10 min walk to the tram station Vernier, Balexert in direction CERN. The
drive with tram 18 takes about 20 min.

Getting to the Youth Hostel
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After the first day at CERN we will pick up the luggage from the hotel and go to the Geneva Youth
Hostel. The travel from CERN to the Youth Hostel via the hotel will be made in the group.
If you are lost, try to get to the train station. From there make your way to the square in front of the
station, Place de Cornavin. Place de Montbrillant is in the back of the station, in case you end up
there. Facing away from the station, head left along Rue de Lausanne. After about 10 minutes, take
Rue Rothschild to your right. After about 100 meters the Youth Hostel will be at your left (it will be
obvious which one it is). If you need to get to the hostel via tram (e.g. because of heavy baggage),
take the Line 15 tram direction “Nations” until the stop “Butini”. From there you need to head back
along Rue Lausanne a bit until you see Rue Rothschild on your left. An organiser will be waiting in
the Youth Hostel foyer from 12:00 on. However you can not check into the rooms until 2pm. If you
plan to arrive later than 5pm, please tell us in advance (in that case, please be aware that you will
miss the introductory session).
At the hostel you will get a travel card for free public transport in Geneva for the duration of our stay
(and a room key).

Getting around Geneva

By walking instead of taking the tram you’ll discover much more of the city and everything you could
care about is easily reachable by foot in Geneva. And hopefully the weather will be nice (or at least
not as freezing as the last time I went). However here is the tram map for Geneva. As mentioned
above you will have a travel card from the Youth Hostel, so you can use the tram to go everywhere
(if you’re lazy).
Things to note:
Nearly every line runs via Bel-Air (not the Fresh Prince version) or Gare Cornavin (central station)
or both. If you’re lost, try to get there somehow. Line 15 (direction Nations) gets you to the hostel
(stop Butini) or to the United Nations (stop Nations). Line 18 (direction CERN) gets you to CERN
(we’ll use this line in the morning to get to CERN).
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Things you might want to see in Geneva
The Old town
Geneva is a lovely city. The old town is quite pittoresque and worth exploring. The main University
building and the Churches are also worth seeing, especially since Geneva is the cradle of Calvinism.
Be sure to have a map though, the old town can be quite confusing.
The Musée d’Art et d’Histoire
This museum contains mostly archeology and art. Easily reachable by foot from the old town. The
selection of art is quite amazing, with some Van Gogh, Rodin, Tissot, Renoir, Hodler, Cézanne etc.
In the archeology department there are interesting exhibitions on Byzantine Empire, Greece, Etruria
and Egypt. Definitely worth a look if you have some time. There is free admission to permanent
exhibitions.
The Botanical Garden
The Jardin Botanique is not far from the UN, entrance is free and you can find wooden animal statues
among other things.
The Natural History Museum
The Swiss Natural History Museum is huge and easily reachable by foot from the old town.
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum
You will find this museum opposite the UN. Be aware that the admission is not free.
The Fountain
It’s probably hard to avoid seeing the fountain at some point during the trip, since it’s right in the
middle of the Geneva bay. It’s very impressive, beautiful and makes for good photos, but in the end
it’s just a huge fountain.
And many more museums...
Some of the mentioned places will be visited in the city tour on the last day.

Surviving in Geneva
Food
Food is expensive in Geneva. There are a few ways to save a bit of money:
• Go to the Lidl on Rue Lausanne and buy bread, spreads etc. and eat at the hostel (there is a
handy picnic room in the hostel, with very limited cooking facilities).
• Wake up in time to have a large breakfast!
• The food at the CERN cafeteria is really nice, and not crazily expensive (or maybe even cheap
for Geneva standards).
If you want to go for a really nice meal, I have some recommendations as well:
• Auberge de Savièse (about 10 minutes from the hostel) has amazing Swiss fondue for 24 CHF.
• Holy Cow, opposite to the train station, has nice Burgers and fries for decent prices; ideal if you
have to wait for a train or plane on the last day.
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Language
Geneva is in the French part of Switzerland, so people (unsurprisingly) tend to speak French. If you
don’t know French, you will be able to survive with English. German may also work, although the
Swiss dialect is weird. However it might be a good idea to know a few words and phrases of French:
French
Je ne parle pas francais.
Bonjour
Bon Soir
Bon Nuit
Salut
Merci. - De rien.

English
I don’t speak French.
Good day
Good evening
Good night
Hello/ Bye
Thank you. - You’re welcome.

Important information
Contact details of organisers:
Andras Biricz: +36 309608094
Ana Milinovic: +38 598588760

Contact details of the IBIS Budget Hotel:
Geneva Hostel
Avenue Louis-Casaı̈ 26, 1216
Cointrin, Switzerland
+41 22 710 46 36

Contact details of the Youth Hostel:
Geneva Hostel
Rue Rothschild 28, 1202
Genève, Switzerland
+41 22 732 62 60

That’s all I can think of.
This is going to be an amazing trip.
Sabrina
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